Abstract
Introduction
We describe the results of a series of experiments with sequence alignment algorithms on the Cray MTA-2 (Multithreaded Architecture-2) supercomputer [1, 2] . This research is an outgrowth of our prior work on simulating an ultrafast silicon based DNA sequencer [3, 8] . Our prior work addressed the problems of simulating the molecular dynamics of the ultrafast sequencer on the Cray MTA-2. We are now investigating the problems of analyzing the massive amounts of information that such a sequencer would generate. Clearly, very large amounts of computational power will be needed to analyse the resultant volumes of data.
As a first step, we have embarked on a study of the implementation of traditional DNA sequence alignment algorithms on the very non-traditional Cray MTA-2 supercomputer. The unusual architecture of this machine permits us to parallelize algorithms without having to concern £ This research was supported by the National Institutes of Health, grant R21HG02167-01. Access to the Cray MTA-2 was provided by Cray Inc., Cray Japan Inc., and the Electronic Navigation Research Institute (ENRI), Japan. Additional support was provided by the Optoelectronic Computing Systems Center, University of Colorado, Boulder.
ourselves with explicit details of parallel communications, mapping, load balancing, etc. The MTA-2 thus serves as an interesting alternative to more conventional supercomputers, clusters and 'piles' of PCs. It is potentially of great value to the bioinformatics community because it promises parallelization of existing serial code with minor modifications.
In the following, we first briefly discuss the architecture of the MTA-2. We start our presentation of sequence alignment by describing an implementation of the 'naive' algorithm for brute force exact matching. We show that, even for this simple algorithm, there are situations where careful algorithm design is needed for good performance.
The bulk of this paper is taken up by an exploration of the classic dynamic programming algorithm for approximate sequence alignment. We provide details of several implementations and describe the performance of the codes in detail. The MTA-2 is seen to permit easy implementation of the basic dynamic programming algorithm and demonstrates excellent speedup. It is a convenient machine for a researcher to develop and explore various alternative algorithms for a given problem.
Cray MTA Architectural Features
We first describe the general approach that the Cray MTA 1 (Multithreaded Architecture) uses to obtain good parallel performance on arbitrary codes. We then discuss the hardware and basic performance specifications of this machine.
The MTA's approach to achieving high performance is to invest in additional hardware and software to support parallelism, possibly at the expense of additional compiler overhead. This approach does not permit the use of commodity microprocessors for parallel processing and requires a pro-tracted cycle of development and production. However, the potential benefits are very attractive.
In the following brief overview of the MTA [2], we limit ourselves to features relevant to our code.
Detailed information may be found at www.cray.com/products/systems/mta/ psdocs.html.
Zero Overhead Thread Switching. An MTA processor has special purpose hardware (streams) that can hold the state of up to 128 threads. The state of each stream includes registers, condition codes, and a program counter. On each clock cycle, each processor switches to a different resident thread and issues one instruction from that thread. A blocked thread, e.g., one waiting for a word from memory or for a synchronization event, generally causes no overhead-the processor just executes the instructions of some other ready threads.
Pipelined Processors. Each processor in the MTA has 21 stages. As each processor issues an instruction from a different stream at each clock tick, at least 21 ready threads are required to keep it fully utilized. Since the state of up to 128 threads is kept in hardware, this target of 21 ready threads is easy to achieve.
Flat Shared Memory. The MTA has a byte addressable memory. Full/empty tag bits (described below) are associated with 64-bit words. Addresses are scrambled by hardware to scatter them across memory banks [2] . As a result, the memory has no locality, and there are no issues of partitioning data or mapping memory on the machine.
Extremely Fine-grained Synchronization. Each 64-bit word of memory has an associated full/empty bit. A memory location can be written into or read out of using ordinary loads and stores, as in conventional machines. Load and store operations can also be under the control of the full/empty bit. For example, a "read-when-full, then setempty" (y = readfe[x]) operation atomically reads data from a location only after that location's full/empty bit is set full. The full/empty bit is set empty during the read operation atomically with reading the data. If the full/empty bit is not set, the thread executing the read operation suspends (in hardware) and is later retried. The thread resumes when the read operation has completed. This is a low overhead operation since the thread is simply removed from and later reinserted into the ready queue. This feature allows extremely fine-grained synchronization and is detailed in Section 2.1, below.
Parallel Implementation
Behavior of the Full/Empty (F/E) bits. The operations described below are atomic with respect to reading or writing and changing the state of the full/empty bit.
A synchronized write into a variable succeeds when it is empty. If the variable is full then, the write blocks until it becomes empty. When the write completes, the location is set full. A thread attempting a synchronized write into a full location will be suspended (by hardware) and will resume only when that location becomes empty. A synchronized read from a variable succeeds when it is full. If it is empty, then the read blocks until it becomes full. When the read completes, the location is set empty. A thread attempting a synchronized read from an empty location will be suspended (by hardware) and will resume only when that location becomes full.
There are several ways of using the full/empty bits, for example, in pe In this case, writes and reads to/from pe[] will follow the full/empty rules given above. Machine Generics are machine language instructions such as writeef() ("wait until a variable is empty, then write a value into it and set the full/empty bit to full") that can be invoked from within Fortran or C.
To 
Exact Matching
The naive Ç´ÑÒµ exact matching algorithm for matching a pattern È of length Ñ against a text Ì of length Ò is easily implemented in parallel on the MTA. The essential code is as follows #pragma mta assert parallel for (i=0; i < n-m+1; i++) { int j; for(j=0; j < m ; j++)
Here found is the number of matches; the locations of these matches are stored in array . The int fetch add function is essential when multiple threads are storing into the same array. The compiler directive #pragma mta assert parallel is used to reassure the compiler that it is safe to parallelize the loop that follows.
This implementation gives excellent speedup if Ñ Ò (Fig. 3) . However, when Ñ is large, a serious problem arises. The one, potentially successful, substring is executed by one thread while the remaining threads quickly run out of work. Thus only a very tiny fraction of the power of the machine is applied to the one successful substring. This is a fundamental scheduling issue that arises, for example, in classical job-shop scheduling and also in the cutting stock problem. This algorithm was tested on the DNA of H. Influenzae [7] , which has ½ million bases. In Fig. 3 , the y-axis is time (secs). The x-axis is pattern (substring) size Ñ, varying from 10 to 1.8 million bases. The plots shows the time required to find a substring of H. Inf. The substring is chosen to lie at the very end of H. Inf, as that is the worst case problem. The figure illustrates that the performance of the naive algorithm shows good speedup for small substring sizes but is useless beyond about ½¼ bases.
The solution to this problem is to implement a two phase algorithm in which the first phase serves to identify a number of potential substring starting points. In the second phase the pattern È is equipartitioned into a number of blocks which are tested in parallel. If all blocks match, success is returned.
We can see in Fig. 3 
Approximate Matching using Dynamic Programming
Our implementation of the dynamic programming algorithm for sequence matching is based on the presentation in the seminal text of Gusfield [6] . We match a pattern È of size È Ñ against a text Ì of size Ì Ò. The strings È and Ì are taken for the alphabet c, t, a, g. An integer matrix of size Ñ ¢ Ò is used for the actual dynamic programming. The standard recurrence relation is used: Figure 4 shows the dependencies between the elements of the matrix. It is clear that the updating of matrix can proceed along rows, columns or antidiagonals, as shown in Fig. 5 . On serial computers the choice between row or column order would depend on the way the ¾d matrix was mapped onto ½d memory. On conventional parallel machines, the antidiagonal order would be preferred as it leads to the maximum amount of parallelism.
The Cray MTA-2 has a uniformly accessible shared memory and is thus insensitive to row or column order differences. Furthermore, as we shall demonstrate below, its very fine grained synchronization mechanism (based on Full/Empty bits) frees it from the necessity of using antidiagonal order. In fact, for some ranges of problem sizes, antidiagonal order has slightly poorer performance than row order.
Implementation
Several variants of the standard dynamic programming algorithm were implemented and evaluated on the 4 proces- sor MTA-2 at ENRI [5] and an 8 processor machine at Cray Seattle. The strings tested were subsets of the genome of H. Influenzae [7] , which has size ½ ¢ ½¼ bases. For each experiment, a substring "text" Ì of size ¾ to ¾ ½ of this genome was first copied out and then a "pattern" È of equal size was generated by randomly replacing 50% of the bases of Ì by a random selection from c, t, a, g. Pattern È was then aligned against text Ì .
In all, different implementations of the algorithm were tested. The four algorithms that were best for some range of problem sizes are described below. For each of the algorithms we give the relevant portions of the CANAL (Compiler Analysis) output.
Antidiagonal
The antidiagonal algorithm is listed below. The algorithm iterates serially over the Ñ · Ò antidiagonals of the matrix. Each element of the antidiagonal is computed in parallel. Synchronization is handled by the compiler (which has to be reassured through the assert parallel pragma).
|/* antidiagonal */ |for(k=1; k<=m+n; k++){ | int i, j; 
Rowwise with F/E Synchronization
In this case, ordinary rowwise order is used. The updating of each element of a row is synchronized through the use of Full/Empty bits. The readff and writeef operators ensure that no matrix element is updated unless the elements it depends on are themselves ready. Should this not be the case, the special-purpose hardware of the MTA-2 switches over to some other update with zero overhead.
Two variants of this algorithm were implemented. The row-col FE version (shown below) has the text loop on the inside and the pattern loop on the outside. The col-row FE version (not shown) is vice versa. There are slight, but intriguing, differences in performance between the two. 
Antidiagonal with F/E Synchronization
This algorithm combines the best features of preceding two. Iteration through the matrix is in antidiagonal order and Full/Empty bits are used for synchronization. 
Experimental Results
The plot in Figure 6 presents the results of our experiments. We vary processors from ½ to and problem size from ½¾ ¢ ½¾ to ¿¾ ¢ ¿¾ . We omit the range of problem sizes for which the antidiagonal algorithm is not competitive. In these initial experiments we align equal patterns and texts. In later experiments we explore the performance of our algorithms when the pattern is smaller than the text. Consider first the two algorithms that use Full/Empty bits, antidiagonal with FE and row-col/col-row with FE. Fig. 6 shows the run times of the dynamic programming phase only (omitting the time for the Ç´Ñ · Òµ traceback phase, which is difficult to parallelize). The run times of these algorithms are indistinguishable for problems of size ¼ ¢ ¼ and larger. Furthermore, these algorithms exhibit almost perfect speedup for these problem sizes. For problems smaller than these, the antidiagonal algorithm (which would be expected to have better performance on a parallel processor) is slightly worse than the rowwise algorithm. This is because the antidiagonal approach "uncovers" parallel work at a rate proportional to the size of the antidiagonals (i.e. ½ ¾ ¿ Ñ ¿ ¾ ½) while the rowwise algorithm does so proportionally to the size of the rows (Ñ Ñ Ñ ). The Full/Empty mechanism of the MTA is able to attend to those elements of the matrix whose dependencies have been satisfies while holding others until later. A conventional parallel processor would not be able to react to unsatisfied dependencies with such alacrity. Figure 7 shows the total run time (Ç´ÑÒµ dynamic programming phase, parallelized, plus the Ç´Ñ · Òµ traceback phase, not parallelized). As would be expected, the Ç´Ñ · Òµ component makes a slight difference for small problems, but is negligible otherwise. Turning to the "plain" (i.e. without Full/Empty) antidiagonal algorithm, it is seen that it outperforms the others for large problem sizes. This is probably because there is enough parallelism in large problems to keep the MTA busy without having to depend on (and suffer the overhead, however slight, of) the Full/Empty mechanism. Figure 8 shows the timings obtained when the columnrow FE algorithm is run with various pattern sizes aligned against texts of sizes 32768 and 1024 bases. As would have been expected, large problems show perfect speedup. As the pattern size becomes smaller, performance saturates because of lack of available work (i.e. small Ñ ¢ Ò).
The above figures illustrate some intriguing results obtained while investigating the order in which the dynamic programming matrix is filled in. Fig. 9 shows only the dynamic programming time, while Fig. 10 gives the total time. In Section 6.2 we present the row-column FE version, wherein the iteration is:
for (i = 1; i <= m; i++) { m pattern elements for (j = 1; j <= n ; j++){ n text elements } }
The alternate column-row FE order is:
for (j = 1; j <= n ; j++){ n text elements for (i = 1; i <= m; i++) { m pattern elements } } It can be seen that the column-row algorithm gives significantly better performance for small pattern sizes. This is presumably because the column-row order is more effective in uncovering parallelism for the hardware. A precise performance model of this phenomenon is an interesting challenge for future research. Figure 10 shows, however, that the advantage of the column-row order is minimized when the traceback time is added in.
Conclusions
We have described how the standard dynamic programming sequence alignment algorithm may be ported to the Cray MTA-2. Once the standard algorithm has been ported, many other variants are very easy to implement. For example, after completing the work described in this paper, we were able to port the classical Smith-Waterman algorithm [4] with no more than a few hours of work.
The unusual architecture of the Cray MTA-2 permits easy parallelization of a vast range of algorithms. We expect that future developments in the field of supercomputing will include the MTA and its variants and related architectures. Such machines will be easy to program and will provide attractive alternatives to the more traditional supercomputer architectures that are in vogue today.
The next steps in this research will be 1. Testing of these algorithms on larger MTA-2 configurations.
2. Implementation and testing of a linear (as opposed to quadratic) space alignment algorithm.
3. Exploration of other sequence alignment algorithms that might usefully be ported to the MTA-2.
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